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BANYU URIP EPC 1, Safety Alert
L24 First Aid Incident (FA)

Subject:  First Aid Incident
Date: 13 October 2014
Location: Banyu Urip Project, EPC 1, East Java – Indonesia
Prime Contractor: PT Tripatra-Samsung (TS)

Incident Overview
A technician helper, part of PT Tripatra-Samsung’s (TS) preservation team, sustained a burn to his right wrist from an electrical arc when
working on an energized panel. The IP was working under the direction of a vendor (Gutor) to terminate temporary cables from the battery
room to a UPS panel, a task the helper was not familiar with. At the same time, another team was engaged inside the battery room
installing remaining bus bar to complete battery cell circuit. One of the workers from this team believed an additional task was given to
connect and terminate a the temporary cable from the temporary UPS panel that the IP was working on to the battery bank inside made
up of 108 battery cells at 216V-1600Ah in series. In doing this, the panel the IP was working in became energized. As the IP was
tightening a bolt with a non-insulated spanner, the spanner touched across the main positive/negative connection, creating an electrical
arc. The arc burned the IP’s wrist, which was uncovered between his leather glove and the sleeve. The IP was not electrocuted because
his body did not form a “circuit” as he only had one point of contact in holding the spanner. The IP’s burn was cleaned and dressed and
he returned to normal duties.

For further information, please contact:
John Greenbaum, EPC1 Site Manager – john.l.greenbaum@exxonmobil.com

Liam Steadman, EPC1 SSHE Lead – liam.b.steadman@exxonmobil.com

Immediate Actions
• All work on batteries, site wide was suspended, pending an investigation and Tap Root investigation / findings
• TS commenced a TapRoot investigation the day of the incident, this concluded on 14 October 2014
• The incident and preliminary lessons learned was shared at a site wide general meeting

TapRoot™ Investigation Findings:
• LOTO: No signage or tags installed, on the temporary UPS panel side, lock out tag out could have been implemented on the incoming

side of the UPS panel, however the power source was a reverse feed from the batteries to the secondary side of the UPS Bus bars, so
that LO/TO would have been ineffective. A safe working procedure implemented would have been to connect the UPS Panel first at
the bus bars, and the positive and negative ends to the battery bank separately.

• No reasonable expectation that the IP would have stuck both hands into the panel to create a circuit that would have electrocuted him.
• There was no effective supervision available at the time of the incident. Two teams were working on the same equipment with limited

or no coordination
• The JSA did address the activity. Electrical hazards was not identified as a potential risk
• The toolbox talk was held at a separate location and combined with other work activities, including instrumentation and piping. The

activity where the IP was hurt was never discussed, it was not task specific.
• Only 3 people out of 8 at the work location, signed onto the JSA
• 3 of the team had been on site for less than one month, the vendor had just started on the site the morning of the incident, all involved

had attended the site safety induction
• There was no formal procedure in place for this activity
• The PTW did not cover the activity of working on the batteries

Reenactment of the incident
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